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Many species in the animal kingdom are characterized by alternative mating

tactics (AMTs) within a sex. In males, such tactics include mate guarding

versus sneaking behaviours, or territorial versus female mimicry. Although

AMTs can occur in either sex, they have been most commonly described in

males. This sex bias may, in part, reflect the increased opportunity for sexual

selection that typically exists in males, which can result in a higher prob-

ability that AMTs evolve in that sex. Consequently, females and

polyandry can play a pivotal role in governing the reproductive success

associated with male AMTs and in the evolutionary dynamics of the tactics.

In this review, we discuss polyandry and the evolution of AMTs. First, we

define AMTs and review game theoretical and quantitative genetic

approaches used to model their evolution. Second, we review several

examples of AMTs, highlighting the roles that genes and environment

play in phenotype expression and development of the tactics, as well as

empirical approaches to differentiating among the mechanisms. Third, eco-

logical and genetic constraints to the evolution of AMTs are discussed.

Fourth, we speculate on why female AMTs are less reported on in the litera-

ture than male tactics. Fifth, we examine the effects of AMTs on breeding

outcomes and female fitness, and as a source, and possibly also a conse-

quence, of sexual conflict. We conclude by suggesting a new model for the

evolution of AMTs that incorporates both environmental and genetic effects,

and discuss some future avenues of research.
1. Introduction
Many species in the animal kingdom are characterized by alternative mating

tactics (AMTs) within a sex [1–3]. For example, males within a species may

use different behaviours to attract or otherwise mate with females. In the

mating system of the ruff (Philomachus pugnax), as one well-studied example,

some males set up and defend small mating territories on a lek and court

females [4]. Other males instead occupy areas on the boundaries of territori-

al-holding males and attempt to sneak copulations with females that enter

the territory. AMTs have been reported in many taxa and can include striking

differences in behaviour, morphology, physiology and life history [2,5].

Although AMTs can occur in either sex, they have most commonly been

described in males.

In the early days of behavioural ecology, during the 1970s and 1980s, there

was growing interest in using evolutionary game theory to understand the evo-

lution of AMTs and the concept of evolutionarily stable strategies (ESS) was

introduced [6,7]. ESS theory detailed the concepts of pure and mixed strategies,

where ‘strategies’ were viewed as simple rules that specified what phenotype

(‘tactic’) an organism expressed. A pure strategy is one where the rule gives

rise to a single phenotype such as ‘fight’. A one-to-one relationship between

the strategy and the phenotype was assumed. A mixed strategy, in its original

formulation, is one where the rule gives rise to two or more phenotypes based

on probability. For example, a mixed strategy might specify ‘fight’ with prob-

ability of 0.9 and ‘sneak’ with probability of 0.1 (see Nash [8]). The

probability presumably involved something analogous to a coin flip (with a

weighted coin) and might be performed once with the phenotype then adopted

for life, or be performed each time a mating event or contest occurred. In either

case, however, the coin flip was assumed to be strictly probabilistic and was not
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influenced by the environment, including aspects of the

mating event or competitor.

The probabilistic underpinnings of the mixed strategy met

with criticism in their application to living organisms, which

were thought to be incapable of performing the required ran-

domization process [9,10]. Gross [1] consequently argued that

the mixed strategy had not been realized, albeit as discussed

below, it is difficult to provide the necessary empirical evidence

to demonstrate a mixed strategy. Gross also suggested that no

two individuals would have equal ‘status’ (relative condition

or competitive ability) because, for example, of the multitude

of factors that could affect status (e.g. environmental influences

such as disease and trauma, genetic variance or ontogeny).

This assertion invalidates the evolutionary stability of the

mixed strategy [7,11]. Flaxman [12], on the other hand, draw-

ing on a framework developed by Crowley [13], argued that

situations could exist when individuals are incapable of

assessing their status or at least incapable of assessing a

difference in their status relative to a competitor (i.e. two com-

petitors would be deemed equal in status) and that it

was therefore plausible that mixed strategies could exist.

Those situations include when assessments fall into a finite

number of categories, perhaps when body size is assessed as

small, medium or large, as opposed to on a continuous scale

(see Flaxman [12]).

When AMTs instead represent two pure strategies, two

conditions are required for the tactics to be evolutionarily

stable (referred to as an ESS or a mixed ESS): (i) negative fre-

quency-dependent selection; and (ii) equal fitness of the

tactics when the population is at the equilibrium frequency.

Negative frequency-dependent selection simply requires

that, when a tactic is rare, it has higher fitness than the

alternative tactic. For example, if the two tactics are fight

and sneak, when fighters are rare in the population relative

to sneakers, they must have higher fitness than sneakers.

Conversely, at the other end of the frequency distribu-

tion, when fighters are common in the population, sneakers

must have higher fitness. Given these conditions, the two fre-

quency-dependent fitness functions associated with fight and

sneak tactics must intersect, and it is at the frequency defined

by that point of intersection that determines the equilibrium

frequency and ESS (see box 2 in Gross [1]).

A common early research approach was to try to

find examples of alternative strategies (mating strategies

or otherwise) in natural systems and show, by direct

fitness measurements or indirect inferences, that these

strategies had more or less equal fitness. For instance, Jane

Brockmann and Richard Dawkins studied digger wasps’

(Sphex ichneumoneus) digging behaviour and argued that

two observed nesting strategies exemplified the so-called

mixed ESS where the two alternative reproductive modes

were assumed to be genetic and to have more or less equal

fitness [14]. A few years later, Gross [15] presented empirical

evidence for disruptive selection towards two different male

reproductive strategies (‘jacks’ and ‘hooknoses’) in salmon,

and estimated their relative fitness, based on spawning

observations, to be equal [15].

Gross later, however, argued that a mixture of pure strat-

egies was unlikely to explain most examples of AMTs [1].

Instead, he argued that most AMTs represent a conditional

strategy whereby individuals express the tactic associated

with the highest fitness (pay-off) given their relative con-

dition (Gross termed this ‘status’). The conditional strategy
differs from the original mixed strategy insomuch as the phe-

notype that is expressed is based on an assessment of

oneself—such as one’s competitive ability—relative to

others in the population as opposed to probabilistically. For

example, a conditional strategy might provide the decision

rule to sneak when small and fight when large. Importantly,

the conditional strategy is a single decision rule used by all

individuals in the population, and therefore, the model

makes no predication of equal fitness of the alternative tac-

tics. Indeed, Gross argued that alternative tactics in a

conditional strategy would have unequal fitness with low-

condition (or low-status) individuals assumed to be

‘making the best of a bad job’ in adopting a certain tactic

[1]. This claim has met with resistance from researchers that

posit that alternative tactics that have unequal fitness must

be evolutionarily unstable [16]. The problem with the concept

of ‘best of a bad job’ strategy is that natural selection does not

favour those genotypes who do a bad job, however well they

might be doing it, but rather those who do a better job than

all other genotypes across strategies (W. R. Rice 1998,

personal communication). Thus, from an evolutionary view-

point, what matters is not that a genotype is ‘best’ within

its strategy set, but its fitness with respect to all other geno-

types in the population. Gross counters this argument by

implying that the decision rule underlying a conditional strat-

egy is coded by a single gene that is fixed in the population

(he refers to it as a genetic monomorphism) and, therefore,

there is no evolutionary game; at least not until a mutation

gives rise to a second, alternative gene coding for a different

decision rule [1]. Additionally, condition should have a

strong environmental component that can introduce a sto-

chastic element and maintain phenotypic variation within a

population. The idea that AMTs could be coded by a single

gene fixed in the population has itself been criticized as

being too simplistic [17]. In terms of quantitative genetic

theory and terminology, Gross’s view of a population

having a single, condition-dependent ‘decision rule’ is equiv-

alent to stating that there is no genetic variation in plasticity

and reaction norms within the population, i.e. no genotype-

by-environment interaction (G � E). Such a statement is a

strong claim, particularly in the light of a body of evidence

that G � Es are common in natural populations [18–20].

Certainly, seeking a fuller understanding of the genetic

architecture of AMTs is critical to the debate.

Today, there are several examples of AMTs in both males

and females that have been shown to have a firm genetic

basis (‘polymorphisms’), and in others that appear to

mainly be influenced by environmental factors (‘polyphen-

isms’; figure 1). A non-exhaustive list of animal species,

including both vertebrates and invertebrates, is presented in

table 1. Overall, alternative male mating tactics linked to

colour or discrete morphs dominate our list. For example,

male dung beetles (Onthophagus taurus) are dimorphic, with

some males developing horns and other males remaining

hornless [45]. Research has shown that larval food quantity

predictably determines the development of either horned or

hornless males irrespective of paternal phenotype, suggesting

a conditional strategy [45,46]. Furthermore, determination of

fitness functions for both male types has shown that individu-

al males maximize their fitness by adopting the appropriate

life history (i.e. horned or hornless) given their size [47].

Whether there are G � E effects on the tactic adopted, or the

size-dependent switch point associated with the transition

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Two examples of alternative mating tactics. (a) Males of the bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) are characterized by two life histories termed parental
and cuckolder. Parentals defend nesting territories, court females, and provide sole parental care for the developing eggs and offspring. Cuckolders adopt a sneaking
tactic when small and a female mimicry tactic when larger. The parental and cuckolder life histories likely represent a conditional strategy. (b) Females of the blue-
tailed damselfly (Ischnura elegans) are characterized by three hertiable morphs, one of which mimics male coloration (androchrome). Breeding experiments implicate
a single gene with three alleles and sex-limited hierarchical expression with three alleles in a dominance hierarchy: p (androchrome) which is dominant to q
(infuscans) which in turn is dominant to r (infuscans – obsoleta). These heritable morphs thus represent alternative strategies. Note that males are phenotypically
monomorphic and that there are also age-related colour changes, in addition to the genetic variation among the three adult female morphs.
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from the hornless to horned tactic is genetically fixed in a

population, is not yet known.

Conclusive evidence for alternative strategies is less

common in the literature. In the ruff, independent and satel-

lite mating tactics appear to be controlled by a single gene

with two alternative alleles—one allele giving rise to the

independent tactic and the other allele giving rise to the sat-

ellite tactic [23]. It remains unclear, however, whether the two

strategies have equal fitness [48]. Furthermore, a third tactic

involving female mimicry has recently been described in

some populations [49]. A slightly more complex genetic

model has been proposed for the marine isopod Paracerceis
sculpta, which is characterized by three male mating tactics

[50]. In this case, the three tactics may have equal fitness as

expected for evolutionary stability ([29]; for other examples,

see references [24,51]). In most cases, the genetic basis has

been demonstrated through breeding experiments or parent–

offspring regressions, but the actual molecular-genetic or

genomic basis of morph differentiation is unknown. A notable

exception is the white-throated sparrow (Zonotrichia albicollis),
which has a striking plumage polymorphism in both males

and females that is associated with variation in mating
behaviour, aggression and territoriality [31] and is caused by

a chromosomal pericentric inversion [32–34].

There are considerably fewer examples of AMTs within

females, with a notable exception in some insect families

such as coenagrionid damselflies [35,36] and diving beetles

(Dytiscidae) [38]. In both these insect groups, the AMTs

have been shown to have a genetic basis, and have been

linked to striking behavioural phenotypes that differ in

terms of coloration or elythral structures [38,52].

There is also a small, but growing number of cases where

heritable male colour polymorphisms that are linked to

mating tactics also have female counterparts within the same

populations. Such female colour morphs have been shown to

differ with respect to behaviours, life-history traits, hormones

and immunological traits [31,39,41,42,53–55].
2. Genetic and plastic alternative mating tactics
There are several major conceptual and methodological prob-

lems in the assumptions behind both the traditional game

theory perspective as well as the proposed alternative by

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Table 1. Sample of species with alternative mating tactics (AMTs). Listed are the species, the AMTs and a brief description of the associated behaviours and
trait differences, the proposed evolutionary mechanism and genetic basis underlying phenotypic expression of the tactics, and the reference.

species AMTs mechanism reference

male AMTs

bluegill sunfish

(Lepomis

macrochirus)

(i) parental: nest building, courting, and sole

parental care

possible conditional strategy with cuckolder

males having higher fitness than parental

males

[5,21]

(ii) cuckolder: sneak or female mimicry

plainfin midshipman

(Porichthys notatus)

(i) type 1: guard nest, court females, and sole

parental care

unknown [22]

(ii) type 2: sneak or female mimicry

ruff (Philomachus

pugnax)

(i) independent: guard lek territory, court females alternative strategies with one gene, two alleles

implicated

[23]

(ii) satellite: sneak

swordtail

(Xiphophorus sp.)

(i) court alternative strategies determined by sex-linked

gene that regulates size at maturation; males

with small size at maturation sneak

[24,25]

(ii) sneak

scorpionflies

(Panorpa sp.)

(i) court and provide nuptial gift of insect carcass conditional strategy based on dominance or

foraging ability

[26]

(ii) court and provide nuptial gift of nutrient-rich

saliva

(iii) force copulate (no nuptial gift provided)

dung beetle

(Onthophagus sp.)

(i) horned-males: guard territories and females conditional strategy based on body size with

larger males developing horns

[27,28]

(ii) hornless males: sneak

isopod

(Paracerceis sculpta)

(i) alpha male: guard territory and females alternative strategies with one gene, three alleles

implicated

[29,30]

(ii) beta male: mimic female

(iii) gamma male: sneak

white-throated

sparrow

(Zonotrichia albicollis)

males (and females) differing in colour (tan- or

white-striped morphs) and colour morph is

associated with aggression levels, territoriality

and promiscuity

morph determination genetic and expressed in

both sexes due to a chromosomal inversion

[31 – 34]

female AMTs

damselflies (several

species of Ischnura)

male mimicry, differential resistance to male

mating harassment, differential fitness tolerance

to mating harassment

alternative strategies with one gene, three alleles

determined from Mendelian segregation and

breeding experiments

[35 – 37]

diving beetles

(family Dytiscidae)

female resistance to male mating attempts,

elythral structure influencing male clasping

ability of females

alternative mating strategies with one and two

alleles determined from Mendelian

segregation and breeding experiments

[38]

side-blotched lizard

(Uta stansburiana)

unknown, but female morphs differ in life-history

traits, immune function and hormone profiles

quantitative genetic and pedigree-based

heritability estimates based on comparisons

between relatives in an individually marked

free-roaming population

[39,40]

gouldian finch

(Erythrura gouldiae)

female differ in immunity and hormonal profiles

and modify patterns of sex allocation,

investment in clutch and egg size, and amount

of parental care in relation to mate properties

male and female colour morph influenced by a

Z-linked gene and two alternative alleles (‘red’

and ‘black’) with allelic dominance

[41 – 44]
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Gross in the form of ‘status-dependent tactics’ [17,56]. First, it

is of course correct that one cannot a priori assume that an

observed tactic is ‘genetic’ without proper experiments (e.g.

breeding experiments). However, assuming the opposite,

that of complete environmental determination and lack of

additive genetic variance for the trait, is an equally extreme
position. Most phenotypic traits are likely to show some
additive genetic variance, the question is then only how

much, which becomes an empirical question rather than a

theoretical one. Additive genetic variance can lead to herit-

ability of the tactic [57], albeit it does not necessarily

preclude the evolutionary stability of a single decision gene

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. A unified theory for the evolution and phenotypic expression of alternative mating tactics (AMTs). Past theory has focused on two approaches comprising
alternative strategies and the conditional strategy. Alternative strategies imply a genetic polymorphism in a population that give rise to genetically determined AMTs
such as fight versus sneak. Negative frequency-dependent selection is required for evolutionary stability and the strategies/tactics are expected to have equal fitness.
A conditional strategy implies a genetically monomorphic decision gene that is condition-dependent such as fight when large versus sneak when small. Negative
frequency-dependent selection is not required for evolutionary stability, and the tactics are expected to have unequal fitness. Conditional alternative strategies
incorporate quantitative genetic theory, and combine genetic and environmental effects on tactic phenotypic expression. Regardless of whether the condition-
dependent decision gene shows genetic variation within a population, it is expected to be influenced by polymorphic, modifier loci via epistasis ( fightA/sneakA versus
fightB/sneakB, where the A and B denote different genotypes) as well as by biotic and abiotic environmental factors, leading to genotype-by-environment
interactions (G � E). G � Es reflect variation in reaction norms and tactic switch points within populations. Temporal variation in the environment will lead to a
shifting fitness landscape, which will change the relative fitness of the tactics. Equal fitness is not expected at any given time period.
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[58]. Second, an unfortunate dichotomy was, prematurely,

established between ‘genetic’ versus ‘environmental’ causes

of phenotypic variation in mating tactics, when in practice

the existence of one factor does not exclude the other

(figure 2). Indeed, as noted above, genes and environments

typically interact via G � E interactions [20]. Third, and

partly related, phenotypic plasticity can and does often

have a genetic basis and hence can evolve, just like ‘condition’

does not imply only environmental effects but is often, at

least partly, genetic [57,59]. By logical extension, a con-

dition-dependent strategy can therefore evolve through

genetic variation in ‘threshold reaction norms’ [60,61] or

‘switch points’ [56]. Evolutionary theory thus does not
necessarily see phenotypic plasticity as nuisance and as an

alternative to genetic evolution by natural or sexual selection,

but rather an interesting process in its own right, which is

able to influence both short- and long-term evolutionary

change [62].

There are three additional methodological and conceptual

problems with the application of the traditional game theory

approach to the study of AMTs. First, the assumption of equal

fitness is statistically impossible to address empirically—it is

impossible to prove, beyond doubt, that two strategies do

not differ in fitness, whereas the null hypothesis of no differ-

ence can be rejected. This asymmetry creates an unfortunate

bias against finding a mixed ESS in nature. Second, the

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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assumption of equal fitness assumes that evolutionary equi-

librium has been reached, but in many natural populations,

sexual and natural selection can fluctuate, implicating a

dynamic adaptive landscape where populations have not yet

reached their adaptive peaks, and might often be far from

these peaks, or where peaks are perpetually shifting through

time [63–65]. Third, the basic assumption in a phenotypic

modelling approach such as game theory and related methods

(e.g. ‘adaptive dynamics’) is that strategies are modelled

assuming asexual inheritance and lack of recombination [52].

The assumption of equal fitness of genotypes at equilibrium

is clearly wrong in many cases, for instance, when overdomi-

nant selection (‘heterozygote advantage’) maintains a genetic

polymorphism at a locus [66]. In combination with the equally

questionable assumption that populations are at evolutionary

equilibrium, these limitations challenge the generality, utility

and validity of game theoretical approaches in the study of

AMTs [52]. Rather, population and quantitative genetic

approaches might be more appropriate tools in this research

field, in combination with modern genomic techniques, rigor-

ous breeding experiments, and detailed behavioural and

experimental studies.
3. Ecological factors and genetic constraints
influencing alternative mating tactics

At this stage, it is difficult to make any generalizations

regarding the ecological factors that favour the evolution of

genetic versus phenotypically plastic AMTs. However, early

population genetic theory dealing with the maintenance of

polymorphisms has emphasized spatial [67] or temporal vari-

ation in selection [68]. When the environment varies in a

coarse-grained fashion and selection is ‘soft’ (i.e. selection is

influenced by density- and frequency-dependent competition),

rather than ‘hard’ (i.e. independent of the demographic

environment), a genetic polymorphism can be maintained at

a single locus, when more than one ecological niche is available

[69]. Conversely, when the environment is more fine grained,

such as when habitat patches are small relative to average dis-

persal distances between generations, phenotypic plasticity

rather than genetic polymorphisms is favoured by selection

[70]. In some types of environments, more canalized genetic

habitat specialists can even coexist with more plastic habitat

generalists [71].

These models apply, with some basic adjustments, to the

maintenance of AMTs, when the tactics do have a genetic

basis. When applying these classical models to the analysis

of alternative tactics, the term ‘habitat’ or ‘niche’ has to be

replaced by ‘social environment’ or ‘environment of competi-

tors’, but otherwise the formalism can be retained. However,

this connection to early population genetic models has been

made only in a few cases [53]. This paucity is unfortunate,

as there are many interesting new avenues of research that

open up using this classical population genetic perspective,

as opposed to relying only on game theoretical approaches.

For instance, the possibility that coexisting morphs differ in

their degree of phenotypic plasticity versus canalization

[71] has been investigated in only a few cases [41,53], but

should be a fruitful line of investigation.

A relatively unexplored area of research is if certain gen-

etic architectures (i.e. the number and effect size of loci

influencing morph determination) are more conducive than
others to the evolutionary emergence of AMTs. For instance,

are genes of major effect or single locus systems more favour-

able to evolution of genetically based alternative strategies

than when traits are governed by multiple loci? Many of

the best examples of genetically based mating strategies

come from systems with discrete colour polymorphisms,

and where morphs differ in life-history traits, physiology

and mating behaviours [36,39,50,51]. As colour is often gov-

erned by one or a few genes [52], one could speculate

whether such colour polymorphic systems are ‘pre-adapted’

to evolve into systems with AMTs. And if so, do the different

colour morphs subsequently diverge in suites of other traits,

apart from colour?

Be that as it might, it is quite far-fetched to explain the

multi-factorial trait differences in morphology, physiology

and life-history traits between morphs in such polymorphic

systems [72] as the result of only a single locus with many

pleiotropic effects. Rather, these multi-trait differences are

likely to have arisen owing to correlational selection for

different optimal trait combinations in the different morphs

[72]. Correlational selection results in the formation of linkage

disequilibrium (LD) and the build-up of adaptive genetic cor-

relations between traits [40,72]. Such LD will of course be

opposed by recombination, and the realized level of LD

will reflect a balance between the strength of correlational

selection versus the eroding effects of recombination [72].

The recombination load can potentially be mitigated or

reduced by the evolution of various genomic modifications

and arrangements, including chromosomal inversions [34],

suppressed recombination, translocations or the evolution

of tight linkage or even ‘supergenes’ [72].

An interesting question is also about cause–effect

relationships in terms of the genetic basis of AMTs. Did the

AMTs arise because of a simple genetic architecture facilitat-

ing the evolution of discrete genetic morphs, or was it rather

the other way around, the existence of alternative strategies

affected the underlying genetic architecture? Some theoretical

models suggest that frequency-dependent disruptive selec-

tion in itself can favour the transition from a polygenic

architecture with many loci of small effect to an oligogenic

system of a few loci of large effect [73]. Disruptive selection

can, depending on ecological circumstances and assumptions

in different models, either lead to the splitting of populations

and speciation [74], the evolution of the genetic architecture

such as dominant–recessive and protected polymorphisms

[75,76] or the evolution of sexual dimorphism and ecological

niche segregation between males and females [77]. Finally,

systems with genetic polymorphisms can potentially evolve

into systems with plastic morph determination, and systems

with plastic morphs could in turn evolve into genetic morph

determination [78]. These questions can be addressed using

comparative phylogenetic methods [78], an exciting area

where very little research has been undertaken to date.

Two aspects of genetic constraints are worth considering

in the context of AMTs. First, morphs, and hence genetic vari-

ation, can be lost, particularly in small populations where

negative frequency-dependent selection is opposed by genetic

drift [79]. Second, genetic correlations between the sexes and

between morphs will constrain their independent evolutionary

divergence that can delay the approach to the two sexes’ differ-

ent adaptive peaks [40,80], which is the basic source driving

intralocus sexual conflict [81,82]. Just as males and females

can be viewed as occupying different adaptive peaks or
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trying to climb these peaks [83,84], different morphs within

sexes can be viewed as occupying different adaptive peaks

[72]. The evolution of sexual dimorphism and the evolution

of discrete morphs within a species have in common that inter-

sexual and intermorph genetic correlations, and the sharing of

a common underlying gene pool, constrain the divergence

of the different phenotypes (males, females and morphs

within sexes) [80].
 hing.org
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4. Alternative mating tactics: more common in
males or just overlooked in females?

Currently, most examples of AMTs, and particularly those

with a known genetic bias, come from studies of males (table

1). Although systems of female polymorphisms are gradually

starting to accumulate in the literature, fewer examples of

female alternative reproductive strategies are known to date

[52]. Why is this so? Is it because such examples of alternative

female mating strategies are rarer than in males, or is it because

they have been overlooked? Or has there been a bias in the

research community to mainly focus on male reproductive

strategies while ignoring female variation and processes such

as male mate choice [85]?

Current data do not allow us firmly to evaluate these

explanations, but we suspect that AMTs in females might

have been largely overlooked, and might be more common

than has been recognized. Part of the problem is that while

it is relatively easy to identify the ecological factors generat-

ing male variance in fitness such as the number of mates,

the factors generating fitness variance among female

morphs or genotypes are less well understood. Yet, we do

now know that there is additive genetic variance in female fit-

ness within populations, as revealed by hemi clonal analysis

of fruitfly Drosophila melanogaster [86,87]. How does such

additive genetic variance arise? Two possibilities are genetic

variation in female condition (which in turn affects fitness)

and genetic variation in female resistance and tolerance

towards male mating harassment [37,52,88]. For instance, if

females are subject to unwanted male mating harassment,

and such harassment is costly to fitness, then females could

cope with such harassment by either increasing their resist-

ance or their fitness tolerance to male harassment [88,89].

Other possible factors that can generate variation in

female fitness are direct or indirect fitness costs and benefits

of mating. For instance, in free-roaming crickets (Gryllus
campestris), female fitness is positively correlated with the

number of matings the females obtain [90]. This correlation

indicates the potential existence of indirect fitness benefits

of mating with multiple partners in females in this species,

in contrast to the traditional view that only males benefit

from mating multiply [91,92]. Indirect benefits are, however,

thought to be a relatively weak evolutionary force, particu-

larly when compared with direct fitness benefits affecting

female survival or fecundity ([93–95], but see [96]). Certainly,

AMTs are more likely to evolve in females in mating systems

where there is high variance in fitness among females (sensu
[3]). Finally, it should be kept in mind that genetic variation

in female mating behaviours need not be adaptive at all,

and could even be maladaptive, if traits such as mating

rates simply reflect a correlated response to selection for

promiscuity in males and a strong intersexual genetic corre-

lation for mating behaviour across the sexes [97].
Importantly, when AMTs exist within both males and

females of a species, the alternative phenotypes in one of

the sexes might simply reflect a correlated response to selec-

tion on individuals of the other sex. In this case, the AMTs

may be non-adaptive or even maladaptive in one of the

sexes owing to a shared gene pool of the males and females

(i.e. intralocus sexual conflict; [40,81]). For instance, selection

for male promiscuity could simply result in increased female

mating rates owing to a shared underlying intersexual

genetic correlation between the sexes. Such underlying inter-

sexual genetic correlations will prevent the evolution of

independent mating rates in the males and females. This pat-

tern was recently demonstrated in an elegant quantitative

genetic study of zebra finches, where female promiscuity

appears to arise as a correlated response to selection for

male promiscuity [97]. Moreover, in white-throated sparrows,

the same chromosomal inversion apparently determines both

male and female plumage colour: white males and females

are both aggressive and promiscuous, consistent with an

intersexual genetic correlation influencing mating behaviour

in both sexes [32,34]. By contrast, in the context of mating

preferences, male and female behaviours in the Australian

fruitfly (Drosophila serrata) are not genetically correlated

across the sexes, suggesting that the genes for female mating

preferences are not the same genes as those influencing male

mate preferences (T. P. Gosden & S. F. Chenoweth 1998,

personal communication). When not genetically correlated

with males, variation in female mating rates, behaviour,

morphology and life-history traits is likely under selection

and can be adaptive (also see [36,37]).
5. Alternative mating tactics, polyandry and
sexual selection

Sexual selection can both drive the evolution and expression

of AMTs, as well as vice versa: once AMTs have evolved,

they will affect sexual selection. This bidirectional relation-

ship between sexual selection and AMTs means that AMTs

will be a source as well as a target of sexual selection, creating

scope for dynamic feedback loops between the two. Female

choice, for instance, can promote or suppress the phenotypic

expression (and presumably evolution) of male AMTs. There

are several examples of variation in female mating prefer-

ences for males based on body coloration [98], which can

maintain phenotypic diversity within males if females

prefer rare male colour phenotypes. Negatively frequency-

dependent selection, where females prefer to mate with

novel or otherwise rare males, could therefore promote the

evolution of male AMTs [99]. On the other hand, female

choice can also suppress the coexistence of AMTs. Even if

conditions exist that favour the expression of AMTs, such

as competition among males for mating access to females,

strong female choice for one of the two tactics can result

in a significant reduction or even absence of the less prefer-

red male type [100]. Certainly, any kind of differential

(sexual) selection between male types can affect the fitness

benefit associated with each tactic, which will alter the evolu-

tionarily stable frequencies of the tactics [1]. For example, in

swordtail fish (Xiphophorus sp.), males use either a courting

or sneaking tactic to mate with females. Females prefer to

mate with courting males, but there is variation in the

strength of the preference both within and among
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populations [101,102]. Populations that contain females

characterized by strong preferences for the courting male

type also have a higher proportion of those males at the

expense of fewer sneaker males [101].

When male AMTs have differential effects on female fit-

ness, sexual conflict can arise. Female fitness may be

affected directly via her survival or condition, or that of her

offspring, or indirectly via the genetic quality of the offspring

[103]. For example, in the scorpionflies (Panorpa spp.), males

use one of three condition-based mating tactics: (i) defend a

food resource such as an insect carcass; (ii) secrete nutrient-

rich saliva on a leaf as a nuptial gift; or (iii) offer females

nothing but instead try to copulate with them by force [26].

Males are able to switch among the tactics, and generally

the smallest and least competitive males will adopt the

force copulation behaviour. In this mating system, females

benefit directly by mating with males that defend carcasses

or provide the nuptial saliva gift as it increases their condition

and presumably their survivorship. Conversely, females are

in conflict with males that adopt the force copulation tactic,

which provides no direct benefit to the female.

In bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus), males adopt one

of two life histories termed parental and cuckolder (figure 1;

[5]). Parental males defend nesting territories and provide

sole parental care of the young. Cuckolder males instead

use a sneaking or female mimicry tactic to steal fertilizations

from parental males. Cuckolder males may have higher gen-

etic quality (‘good genes’) as their offspring grow faster and

have higher survivorship than those of parental males even

when the offspring have the same mother (i.e. when compar-

ing maternal half-siblings; [21,104]). Conversely, parental

males cue into rates of cuckoldry and adjust their level of par-

ental care, providing less care to broods that have higher

levels of cuckoldry [105,106]. Consequently, females are

faced with a trade-off between obtaining good genes from

cuckolder males and good care from parental males. This

trade-off also leads to sexual conflict, with females preferring

a mixture of offspring sired by parental and cuckolder males,

but parental males preferring no cuckoldry in their nest, and

individual cuckolder males preferring high rates of cuckol-

dry. Neff [107] modelled this trade-off and used empirical

data from a bluegill population to argue that high-quality

females were negotiating the trade-off by mating with par-

ental males that experienced lower cuckoldry overall but

also what cuckoldry occurred was done disproportionately

by cuckolder males that mimic females (as opposed to cuck-

older males that sneak). The lower cuckolder rates translated

into higher levels of paternal care ([107]; also see [106]).

Additionally, cuckoldry by female mimics should have a

lower impact on offspring care, because parental males

cannot detect the cuckoldry until after the eggs hatch

[106,108]. Thus, by mating in nests where the cuckoldry

occurs disproportionately by female mimics, high-quality

females may be obtaining good genes in some of their off-

spring but also minimizing the negative impact that

cuckoldry has on the direct benefits of paternal care.

Sexual conflict can also itself serve as an agent of selection

that promotes the evolution of AMTs. In the blue-tailed dam-

selfly (Ischnura elegans), for example, males often harass

females over mating. Mating can be costly to females inso-

much as copulation can last for several hours, taking time

away from foraging and potentially exposing the pair to

increased predation [109]. As a potential counter-strategy,
female blue-tailed damselflies have evolved three colour

morphs, one of which mimics male coloration (referred to

as androchrome females; [35,36]). Androchrome females

mate less often with males and presumably have evolved to

reduce the cost associated with male mate harassment

[109]. An analogous polymorphism exists in diving beetles

(Dytiscidae), where females are either male-like in mor-

phology or have evolved modified backs with various

armaments to reduce male mating success during copulation

and presumably costly, excessive male mating attempts [38].
6. Conclusion and future directions
Past research on AMTs has focused on two alternative frame-

works: the game theoretical ‘alternative strategies’ and the

‘conditional strategy’. This approach has led to an unfortu-

nate dichotomy between genetic versus environmental

causes of phenotypic variation. Here, we propose that these

two frameworks instead represent the extremes on a con-

tinuum and that most AMTs fall somewhere in between the

two, with both genes and environment contributing to pheno-

typic expression of the tactics (figure 2). G � E interactions

play predominately into our framework, which will lead to

variation among individuals in the status-dependent switch

points. We envision that, regardless of whether there is a

single decision gene in the population that shows no variation

in DNA sequence (‘monomorphism’), other loci are likely

always to be important in modifying the expression or effect

of the decision gene through epistasis. This epistasis will ulti-

mately impact the expression of phenotype (tactic). The

modifier loci are unlikely to be genetically monomorphic in

a population, and their effects are also likely to be influenced

by the environment, resulting in the G � E effects on tactic

phenotypic expression. Because environments are rarely hom-

ogenous and static through time, the fitness landscape and

adaptive peaks associated with the different tactics will conti-

nually shift, resulting in changes to the relative fitness of the

AMTs. Consequently, at any particular point in time, equal fit-

ness of the tactics is not expected. This framework leads to two

important assertions. First, expecting equal relative fitness of

AMTs is not likely to be fruitful insomuch as the tactics may

or may not have equal fitness based on the particular environ-

mentally and genetically determined fitness landscape at the

time point that the calculation is made. Second, while con-

trolled breeding experiments can provide insight into the

genetic architecture of tactic phenotypic expression, they

cannot fully capture G � E effects and the complexities intro-

duced by potential modifier loci (i.e. epistasis). To better

understand G � E effects, breeding experiments could be con-

ducted in multiple, natural environments. Such experiments

might reveal environmentally induced variation in tactic

switch points and hence norms of reaction, a key prediction

of our model. Indeed, G � E effects no doubt play a major

role in governing phenotypic variation in general and across

traits that show either discrete variation, such as AMTs, as

well as traits that are more continuous in distribution.

Another major challenge for future research will be to

investigate the nature of selection on alternative female

phenotypes, when they exist. One important goal must be

to understand whether these alternative phenotypes simply

reflect a correlated response to selection on males and are

hence non-adaptive or even maladaptive owing to a shared
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gene pool of males and females (i.e. intralocus sexual con-

flict). We suspect that in most cases, AMTs in females will

not be the result of correlated selection on males (or vice

versa). Exceptions might be in species where the tactics

have recently evolved and there has been insufficient time

for mutation and natural selection to modify expression of

the tactics in the sex where they are maladaptive.

Sexual conflict can arise when male AMTs have differen-

tial effects on female fitness. The intensity of this conflict and

its impact on the ensuring male–female evolutionary arms

race warrants further investigation. Additionally, female

choice can either promote or inhibit the evolution (and phe-

notypic expression) of male AMTs. Polymorphisms in

female preferences for alternative male mating types are

straightforward to assess using, for example, two-choice

experiments. However, it is less clear whether female choice

can actually generate the conditions required to lead to the

evolution of male AMTs in the first place. Ascertaining the
role of female choice and female resistance to male mating

attempts, and how they might promote or inhibit the evol-

ution or phenotypic expression of alternative male tactics, is

more difficult. Mate choice experiments or experiments asses-

sing interspecific variation in female resistance towards

mating harassment in an explicit phylogenetic context

might provide insight with respect to this latter regard. More-

over, the relative importance of female choice, female

resistance towards mating attempts and mating harassment,

and male–male competition in the evolution of AMTs, is

poorly understood and might benefit from a thorough phylo-

genetic analysis.
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